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304–12
Schengen Agreement and, 275–6
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legal diversity and principle, 83–6
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Bosphorus doctrine, 349–58
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Bourdieu, Pierre, 356
Brentjens case, 241n.25
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BRT v Sabam, 140–1
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democratic input legitimacy and,
217–26

independent budget office proposals
and, 220n.78
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governance concerning, 192–5
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capital movement, right to, security
constitutionalization and, 274n.5

cartels
competition law and, 157–64
economic constitutionalization and

regulation of, 138–40
Cassis de Dijon formula, 33–4, 83–6

free movement law and, 141–50, 234–7
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and, 209–17
mutual recognition principle and,

153–5
central bank independence

European monetary policy and, 178–83
prohibition of financing and, 181

centralized socialist planning, competition
law and, 150–2
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public interventionism and, 155–7

Charter of the Fundamental Rights of the
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118–20

asylum seekers and, 306–8
ECJ rulings on fundamental rights and,

324–5
economic vs fundamental rights in,

168n.94
Equality Title in, 257–65
European Convention on Human Rights
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freedom and justice in security policies

and, 296–301
labour law and, 257–65
law on universal services and, 264–5
rule of law in, 211–14
security of the person in, 304–12
social constitutionalization and, 227–32
social rights and, 251–6
states of exception and, 291–2

Chicago School, competition law and,
161–4

child pornography, security provisions in
Amsterdam Treaty and, 282

citizenship. See also European citizenship
constitutional functions and, 28–37
direct input legitimacy and, 217–26
economic rights and, 167–8
European constitutionalism and, 108–12
free movement law and, 143–4
security vs fundamental rights and,

304–12, 316–18
transnational constitutionalism and,

37–44
transnationalism and

intergovernmentalism and, 333–40
codificatory constitutions, 28–37
coherence

in European legal system, 45–53
in security constitutionalization,

289–96
security constitutionalization and,

312–18
Cohn-Bendit case, 63n.38
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collective good, security as, 301–12
colonial legal regimes
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Affairs, 209–17
Commission v Council, 177–8, 210
Committee on Operational Cooperation on

Internal Security (COSI), 277n.11
common currency, macroeconomic

constitutionalization and introduction
of, 178–83

Common European Asylum System,
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Common Foreign and Security Policy
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internal security issues and, 269–73
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common market
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exchange-rate stability and, 174–8
free movement law and, 141–50
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227–32
social security issues and, 243–8

Common Market Law Review, 117–18
Community Charter of Fundamental Social

Rights of Workers, 251–6, 321–3
regulatory private law and, 257–65

Community law. See European Community
law

Community method, 333–40
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concept of, 211–14
competences in policy

coordination of social security services
and, 243–8

economic constitutionalization and,
148–50

economic policy and division of, 183–7
EU legislative harmonization and, 172–3
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constitutionalization and division of,
164–9

in European legal system, 45–53
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of European Union, 58–9
implied powers doctrine and
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178
pre-emption doctrine and, 202–6

primacy principle and, 65–8
security provisions in Lisbon Treaty and,

284–8
ultra vires review of, 90, 92–6

Competition Authority
economic constitutions and, 209–17
macroeconomic constitutionalization

and, 217–26
ordoliberal economic constitutionalism

and, 131–6
political dimensions of economic

constitutions and, 169–73
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competition law

economic activities included in,
148–50

economic constitutionalization and,
138–40, 146–8, 164–9

economic freedom vs individual rights
in, 164–9

internal market law and welfare services
and, 237–43

legitimacy and, 169–73
publicization of, 145–6
on public undertakings, universal

services and, 263–4
social constitutionalization, 234–7
transnational constitutionalism and,

166
underlying controversies in, 150–64
welfare services for mobile workers and

citizens and, 243–8
competition model, public interventionism

and, 155–7
competition theory

democratic input legitimacy and,
221–6

exchange-rate stability and, 174–8
political dimensions of economic

constitutionalization and, 169–73
complementarity, transnational

constitutionalism and, 38–41
comprehensive powers, principle of,

pre-emption doctrine and, 202–6
conditionality of financial assistance

Eurozone crisis and, 187–92
pre-emption doctrine and, 202–6

Conference of European Community
Affairs Committees (COSAC), 37–44

conferral, principle of
constitutional relationality and, 21–8
EU institutional competence and, 92–6
European economic

constitutionalization and, 164–9
European legal system and, 45–53
EU transnational polity, 320–1
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168–9
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Consten and Grundig case, 140

competition law and, 146–8
constituent power, 108–12
constitutional conflicts
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relationality and, 21–8
speech act theory and, 122–4
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as higher law, 10–14
ordoliberal constitutional theory and,

132–4
constitutional moment

concept of, 32n.6
for constituent power, 108–12
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and, 108–12

constitutional object
constitutional functions and, 28–37
relationality and, 21–8
speech acts and, 120–4

Constitutional Treaty
constitutional theory following failure

of, 108–12
failure of, 4–5
Founding Treaties and, 21–8
freedom and justice provisions in,

296–301
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national courts’ positioning and, 88–9
parasitic legitimacy and failure of, 35–7

primacy principle and, 65–8
constitutive function, 28–37

constitutional object and, 28–37
security constitutionalization and,

269–73
constitutive primacy, 320–1
constructivist approach, security

constitutionalization and, 289–96
consumer law, regulatory private law and,

257–65
content-based legitimacy, constitutional

functions and, 28–37
Continental Can case, competition law and,

146–8
contractual freedom, economic freedom

and, 167–8
Convention on the Implementation of the

Schengen Agreement, 275–6
convergence criteria

EMU eligibility and, 183–7
Eurozone crisis and, 187–92
Eurozone regime and, 199–209
Member State fiscal and monetary policy

and, 178–83
rule of law and, 209–17

cooperation procedures
in Amsterdam Treaty security

provisions, 278–84
Fiscal Compact and, 206–9
security constitutionalization and,

276–8, 315–16
transnationalization and, 312–18

Copenhagen School of security studies,
289–96

core welfare services
internal market law and, 237–43
national welfare state and, 227–32

corporatist ideology, economic
constitutionalism and, 128–31

Costa v Enel, 53–9
constitutional identity and, 333–40
direct effect of European law and, 60–8,

321–3
Eurozone regime and, 199–209
fundamental rights protections and,

96–9, 316–18, 324–5
international law and, 344
national law and, 88–9
primacy principle and, 65–8, 70

Council of Europe, social rights and, 251–6
Council of Foreign Ministers, Common

Foreign and Security Policy and, 272–3
Council of Ministers, 108–12

intergovernmentalism and, 331–3
qualitative majority voting, 331–3

Counter-Terrorism Group, 282–4
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Court of Justice of the European Union
(CJEU), 94n.26, 94n.27. See also
European Court of Justice (ECJ)

court systems, European constitutional
discourse and, 112–20

criminal law
fundamental rights vs security and,

306
security provisions in Amsterdam Treaty

and harmonization of, 280–2
security provisions in Lisbon Treaty and,

287–8
crisis prevention/crisis management

transition, macroeconomic
constitutionalization and, 187–92
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controls

competition law and, 157–64
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and, 248–51
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open markets and free competition and,
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security constitutionalization and,

273–8
social justice and, 265–8

cultural diversity
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232–4

Dassonville formula, 33–4
free movement law and, 141–50, 234–7
microeconomic constitutionalization

and, 209–17
Data Retention Directive, 49–50
Davies, Gareth, 172–3, 248–51
decentralized theory, public

interventionism and, 155–7
Decker case, 243–8
‘de-constitutionalization’, Lisbon Treaty

and, 5–9
defendants’ rights, security vs fundamental

rights and, 304–12
Defrenne cases, 260
delegation, administrative law concept of,

345–8
Delors Committee, 177, 186
democratic input legitimacy, 34–5

European polity and, 329–31
European Union and, 217–26
neutrality in economic policy and,

183–7
political dimensions of economic

constitutionalization and, 169–73

primacy of national welfare state and,
232–4

security constitutionalization and,
316–18

strengthening of European economic
governance and, 192–5

technocratic policy and, 41–4
transnationalism and

intergovernmentalism and, 333–40
democratic procedures, origin-based

legitimacy and, 28–37
demos

constituent power and, 108–12
direct input legitimacy and, 217–26
European citizenry as, 28–37
European constitutionalism and,

108–12
transnationalism and

intergovernmentalism and, 333–40
as transnational network, 38–41

denationalization of welfare services,
248–51

de-politicization, democratic input
legitimacy and, 217–26

derogation
Eurozone regime and, 199–209
from fundamental rights, security

constitutionalization and, 269–73
internal market law and welfare services

and, 237–43
limitation and, 270n.2

Derrida, Jacques, 290
de Sousa Santos, Boaventura, 80
deterritorialization of welfare services,

248–51
de Witte, Bruno, 61, 63n.38, 206–9, 344–5
dialogical pluralism, 102–7

transnational law and, 353–5
Dickson, J., 67n.46
Digital Rights Ireland case, 49–50, 311, 324–5
dimension-specific constitutional theory,

5–9
direct applicability

competition law and, 157–64
direct effect of European law and, 62–3
economic constitutionalization and,

136–8, 140–1
macroeconomic policies and, 178

direct effect. See also horizontal direct
effect; indirect horizontal effect

competition law and, 157–64
denial of, for WTO law, 59
ECJ jurisprudence on economic rights

and, 164–9, 327–8
economic constitutionalization and,

136–40
European law and, 60–8, 321–3
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extension in European law of, 65–7
free movement law and, 148–50
integrated model and, 65–8
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perspectivism and, 340–58
primacy and, 65–8, 70
regulatory private law and, 257–65
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of, 227–32
state liability and, 68–9n.49
supremacy principle and, 325–6

Directive 2011/85, 192–5
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direct effect of European law and, 62–3
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integrated model and, 65–8
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French embrace of, 174–8
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European constitutionalism and, 17–18
speech acts and, 120–4

doctrinal scholar perspective, European
constitutional discourse and, 112–20

dominance, abuse of
competition law and, 146–8, 157–64
ECJ jurisprudence concerning, 140

double hermeneutics, European
constitutionalism and, 5

Dougan, Michael, 68, 325–6
Dred Scott decision, 121
Drexl, Josef, 159–60, 163–4
drug trafficking

security provisions in Amsterdam Treaty
and, 282

Trevi framework for security and, 275–6
dualist model, primacy principle and, 65–8
Dublin II Regulation on the Common

European Asylum System, 306–8
Dworkin, Ronald, 15–16, 46

economic vs fundamental rights and,
168–9

European constitutionalism and
theories of, 114

on European legal order, 324–5
on security vs fundamental rights, 302–3

Economic and Monetary Union (EMU)
Community method and, 333–40
establishment of, 174–8
Eurozone crisis and, 187–92
Eurozone regime and, 199–209
microeconomic constitutionalization

and, 321–3
rule of law and, 209–17
social policy and, 227–32, 251–6
transnationalism and

intergovernmentalism and, 333–40
underlying economic assumptions in,

183–7
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macroeconomic constitutionalization;
microeconomic constitutionalization

democratic input legitimacy and, 221–6
European economic constitution and

national constitutions, 164–9
Eurozone regime and, 199–209
framing of, 9–10
free movement law and, 141–50
functional primacy, 320–1
historical evolution of, 108–12, 127–36
individual rights and, 316–18
internal market law and welfare services

and, 237–43
market citizenship and, 108–12
mutual recognition and, 83–6
neutrality of, 164–9
political dimensions of, 169–73
process of constitutionalization, 136–50
relationality and, 21–8
sectoral dimensions, 319–20
security constitutionalization and,

273–8
social constitutionalization and, 227–32
underlying controversies, 150–64
in Weimar Republic, 128–31

economic freedom
competition law and, 157–64
democratic input legitimacy and, 221–6
direct effect and, 148–50
economic constitutionalism and, 132–4
security constitutionalization and,

273–8
social policy of Member States and,

234–7
economic integration

constitutional relationality and, 21–8
democratic legitimacy and, 169–73
European integration as, 321–3
microeconomic constitution and,

127–36
monetary policy and, 183–7
pacemaker constitution and, 108–12
social constitutionalization and, 227–32
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welfare services for mobile workers and
citizens and, 243–8

economic law, ordoliberal theory of, 131–6
economic policy, macroeconomic

constitutionalization and, 183–7
economic rights, ECJ jurisprudence

concerning, 164–9
economic service principle, internal market

law and welfare services and, 237–43
Economist approach

microeconomic constitutionalization
and, 321–3

monetary union and, 183–7
EEC Treaty, European legal autonomy and,

53–9
effective competition structure concept,

competition law and, 146–8
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136–8
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democratic input legitimacy and, 217–26
direct input legitimacy and, 217–26
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136–8
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erga omnes doctrine, 99–102
Erhard, Ludwig, 135–6
ESMA ruling, 195–9
Esping-Andersen, Gosta, 233, 248
ETA movement, 274–5
Eucken, Walter, 128–31, 135–6, 174–5
EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator, 282–4
EU law. See European law; European Union
Euro Group, 194–5, 200
Eurojust, 287, 315–16

establishment of, 282
Europarechtsfreundlichkeit principle, 94, 104
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF), 282
European Arrest Warrant (EAW), 88–9,

280–4
fundamental rights vs security and,

304–12
transnationalization and, 280–4,

304–18
European Asylum Support Office (EASO),

282
European Central Bank (ECB), 178–83

changing role of, 195–9
democratic input legitimacy and, 221–6

Eurozone crisis and, 187–92
macroeconomic constitutionalization

and, 209–26
rule of law and, 216–17
transnationalism of, 331–3

European citizenship
introduction of, 243–8
transnationalism and

intergovernmentalism and, 333–40
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(ECSC), 41–4, 331–3
competition law and, 146–8, 150–2
pacemaker constitution and, 108–12

European Commission
AFSJ and role of, 278–84
Community method and, 333–40
competition law and, 118–20, 146–8,

157–64
competition policy, free movement law

and, 146–8
core welfare services and policies of,

237–43
denationalization and
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and, 248–51

economic constitutionalization and,
138–41

European Council and, 192–5
Eurozone crisis and, 187–92, 221–6
excessive deficit procedures and, 181–2
implementation of microeconomic

constitution and, 169–73
macroeconomic constitutionalization

and, 217–26
rule of law and, 216–17
Schengen Convention and, 276–8
security constitutionalization and,

284–8
transnationalization and, 312–18,

331–3
European Committee of Social Rights,

256n.57
European Community law

autonomy of European law and, 57
core welfare services and, 237–43
economic constitutionalization and,

136–40, 148–50, 164–9
European legal system and, 49–50
exclusion of fundamental rights in, 90
fundamental rights and, 92
international law and, 53–9
positioning of international law and,

59–60
rule of law and, 211–14
social constitutionalization and, 227–32
Solange doctrine and, 90–6
state liability for breaches under, 64n.41
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European constitutionalism
constituent power and, 108–12
direct effect vs primacy in, 65–8
Eurozone crisis and mutation of, 187–92
Eurozone regime and, 199–209
general theory of, 319–40
juridical and political dimensions of,

9–10
legal theory concerning, 108–12
national constitutions and economic

constitution of, 164–9
primacy of national welfare state and,

232–4
as social constitution, 227–32
theoretical bases of, 1–9
transnational law and, 349–58

European Convention on Human Rights
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security constitutionalization and,

269–73
states of exception and, 291–2
transnational law and, 349–58
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AFSJ and role of, 278–84, 296–301
Common Foreign and Security Policy

and, 272–3
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280–2, 284–8, 296–301
Stability and Growth Pact and, 182–3
strengthening of European economic

governance and, 192–5
Tampere Conclusions and, 304–12
terrorism policies of, 282–4
transnational polity of, 91–2, 108–12

European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR),
99–102

fundamental rights vs security in, 309–11
security constitutionalization and,

296–301
transnational law and, 349–58

European Court of Justice (ECJ)
asylum procedures, 308n.79
autonomy of European law and rulings

of, 53–9, 321–3
Community method and, 333–40
competition law and jurisprudence of,

146–8, 157–69
conferral principle and, 214–16
denationalization and

deterritorialization of welfare services
and, 248–51

derogation in free movement of workers
and, 274–5

direct effect of European law and, 60–8,
138–40, 164–9

economic constitutionalism and
jurisprudence of, 127–8, 136–8, 140–1,
148–50, 209–17
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of, 206–9
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EU institutional organization and, 91–2,

108–12
European constitutional discourse and,

1–9, 34–5, 112–20
European Court of Human Rights and,

99–102
European legal system and, 108–12,

327–8
excessive deficit sanctions regime, 177–8
financial stability in jurisprudence of,
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Founding Treaties and, 10–14
free movement law jurisprudence and,

141–50, 152–3, 164–9, 210–11
fundamental rights cases and, 90–6,

251–6, 304–12, 324–5
German Constitutional Court and, 88–9
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of public interventionism and, 155–7
implementation of microeconomic

constitution and, 169–73
intergovernmentalism and, 331–3
internal market law and welfare services

and, 237–43
on international agreements, 59
international law vs European law in

jurisprudence of, 340–58
juridical constitutionalization and, 34–5
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50–3
Kadi and Kadi II cases and, 310n.83
law-making powers, 45–53
legal discourse on landmark cases of,

120–4
legal diversity in jurisprudence of, 83–6
legal scholarship and, 117–18
legislative harmonization and, 172–3
Lisbon Treaty security provisions and,

284–8
microeconomic constitution and, 21–8,

217–26
multidimensionality of, 320–1
national courts and, 102–7, 118–20,

326–7
positioning of international law in

European law hierarchy by, 59–60
pre-emption doctrine and, 72–4, 202–6
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Solange doctrine and, 90–6
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